Programs with Approved Early Specialization in Interventional Radiology (ESIR) Designation
Review Committee for Radiology

The following are programs that have been approved for ESIR designation by the Review Committee for Radiology:

4200111007 University of Alabama Medical Center
4200111008 University of South Alabama
4200300935 Mayo Clinic College of Medicine (Arizona)
4200312010 St. Joseph’s Hospital and Medical Center
4200321011 University of Arizona College of Medicine-Tucson
4200331255 Maricopa Medical Center
4200421012 University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
4200511013 University of California (Davis) Heath System
4200521014 University of California (Irvine)
4200511023 UCLA David Geffen School of Medicine/UCLA Medical Center
4200512020 Kaiser Permanente Southern California (Los Angeles)
4200521018 Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
4200522033 Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital
4201011045 Georgetown University Hospital
4200521034 Stanford Health Care-Sponsored Stanford University
4200531032 Santa Clara Valley Medical Center
4200721038 University of Colorado
4200821043 Yale-New Haven Medical Center
4200822041 Hartford Hospital
4200911044 Christiana Care Health Services
4201112260 Florida Hospital Medical Center
4201121050 Mount Sinai Medical Center of Florida
4201121051 University of South Florida Morsani
4201121250 Mayo Clinic College of Medicine (Jacksonville)
4201221052 Emory University School of Medicine
4201221053 Medical College of Georgia
4201611061 University of Chicago
4201611064 Loyola University
4201612063 Presence Saint Francis Hospital
4201621059 McGaw Medical Center of Northwestern University
4201621063 University of Illinois College of Medicine at Chicago
4201621217 Advocate Health Care (Advocate Illinois Masonic Medical Center)
4201621243 University of Illinois College of Medicine at Peoria
4201721066 Indiana University School of Medicine
4201821068 University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics
4201911069 University of Kansas School of Medicine
4201912070 University of Kansas (Wichita)
4202021071 University of Kentucky College of Medicine
University of Louisville School of Medicine
Louisiana State (University) Shreveport
Ochsner Clinic Foundation
Louisiana State University
Johns Hopkins University
University of Maryland
Mount Auburn Hospital
St. Vincent Hospital
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Boston University Medical Center
Brigham and Women’s Hospital/Harvard Medical School
Tufts Medical Center
University of Massachusetts
Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School
Henry Ford Hospital/Wayne State University
William Beaumont Hospital
University of Michigan Hospitals and Health Centers
Detroit Medical Center/Wayne State University
Grand Rapids Medical Education Partners/Michigan State University
Providence-Providence Park Hospital/MSUCHM
University of Minnesota
Mayo Clinic College of Medicine and Science (Rochester)
Washington University/B-JH/SLCH Consortium
University of Missouri at Kansas City
University of Nebraska Medical Center College of Medicine
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
Atlantic Health (Morristown)
St. Barnabas Medical Center
Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
Cooper Medical School of Rowan University
Monmouth Medical Center
University of New Mexico
Rochester General Hospital
Hofstra Northwell School of Medicine at Staten Island University Hospital
Montefiore Medical Center/Albert Einstein College of Medicine
New York Presbyterian Hospital (Cornell Campus)
New York Medical College at Westchester Medical Center
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
New York University School of Medicine
Maimonides Medical Center
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai/St Luke’s-Roosevelt Hospital Center
Winthrop-University Hospital
Jacobi Medical Center/Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Hofstra Northwell School of Medicine
University of North Carolina Hospitals
Duke University Hospital
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
University of Cincinnati Medical Center/College of Medicine
Ohio State University
Aultman Hospital/Mercy/NEOMED
4203912158  Integris Health
4203921159  University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center
4204121164  Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center
4204121165  Albert Einstein Healthcare Network
4204121169  Drexel University College of Medicine/Hahnemann University Hospital
4204121175  University of Pennsylvania
4204121176  Allegheny Health Network Medical Education Consortium
4204121177  UPMC Medical Education
4204131171  Pennsylvania Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania Health System
4204521184  Medical University of South Carolina
4204721187  University of Tennessee/Methodist Healthcare
4204811194  University of Texas Medical Branch Hospitals
4204811198  Texas A&M College of Medicine-Scott and White Medical Center (Temple)
4204812257  Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center Paul L. Foster School of Medicine
4204821192  University of Texas Southwestern Medical School
4204821195  Baylor College of Medicine
4204821196  University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston
4204822190  Baylor University Medical Center
4204921199  University of Utah
4205031200  University of Vermont Medical Center
4205112001  University of Virginia
4205121202  Eastern Virginia Medical School
4205121205  University of Washington
4205412206  Virginia Mason Medical Center
4205621211  Medical College of Wisconsin Affiliated Hospitals